
Cadre Name: Revenants of the Principium 
 

Cadre Type: Special Forces of the Principate 
 

Leader: 
 

● Renast Emb’yur (Male Sakiyan) - High Revenant of the Special Forces 
 

Members: 
 

● Xera Knoxx (Female Zabrak) - Leader of the Revenant Wings 
● Massero Kus (Male Kaleesh) - Leader of the Revenant Blades 
● Grozzurra (Female Wookie) - Leader of the Revenant Guards 

 
Background/History: 

 
Any organizational structure spanning multiple galactic systems will always 
require a military force to ensure the protection of their area of control, 
and to present of showing of strength for their enemies. Created by the 
original Triumvirate due to the need for an elite of the elite unit, these 
Revenants are the highest trained and deadliest soldiers with a sole focus 
on completing their missions no matter what.  While all who reside as citizens 
of the Principate are required to serve a brief military service, scouts for 
the Revenants will observe and quietly select and procure those they feel 
are of the highest quality for specialized and brutal training to join the 
ranks of this elite unit.  
 

Additional Information: 
 
It is said that only 1 of 10 chosen are able to prove themselves worthy of 
this sacrifice, the rest either have their minds wiped or die trying. Those 
who survive are erased from the society. They are ghosts. Any records of 
their life before are destroyed. Once they are accepted, they are in for life, 
only released from service in death. They are implanted with an explosive 
implant that can be activated by the Revenant when death is all but 
certain, activated upon death once it reads heart failure, or remotely 
activated in the off chance that the Revenant attempts to go rogue. 
 

sub-Cadre Name: Revenant Wings 
 

Cadre Type: Flight Squadron 



 
Leader: 

 
● Xera Knoxx (Female Zabrak) - Leader of the Revenant Wings 

 
Members: 

 
● Riley Havos (Male Human) - Pilot 

● Higur Rivak (Male Pantoran) - Pilot 
● Neilda Prues (Female Rodian) - Pilot 

● Selene Radassi (Female Human) - Pilot 
 

Background/History: 
 

A unitof expert pilots, the Revenant Wings are called upon when the 
Principate needs a secret assault concentrated on their enemies. 
Specializing in starfighter combat, they fly imperial styled ships that 
contain no markers to signal their allegience. Gueriilla warfare space 
fighting is their preferred attack style, though their intense training allows 
for improvisation.  
 
 
 

sub-Cadre Name: Revenant Blades. 
 

Cadre Type: Assault Force 
 

Leader: 
 

● Massero Kus (Male Kaleesh) - Leader of the Revenant Blades 
 

Members: 
 

● Launa Kilisto (Female Nautolan) - Assault Soldier 
● Baralli Knoctee (Male Mirialan) - Assault Soldier 

● Jon Radast (Male Human) - Assault Soldier 
● Shiende Korr (Female Falleen) - Assault Soldier 

 
Background/History: 

 
A unit of expert soldiers trained as offensive assault warriors. After 
undergoing a strict and hardcore training regiment, these warriors are 
seasoned and efficeint in advance hand to hand combat and several forms 



of weaponry, both ranged and melee. These soldiers are tasked with secret 
military assigments such as assassination, ambush tactics, and surprise 
assaults. Dedicated to thier cause these warriors follow their orders and 
will not stop until their job is completed or until death claims them.  
 
 

sub-Cadre Name: Revenant Guards 
 

Cadre Type: Defensive Force 
 

Leader: 
 

● Grozzurra (Female Wookie) - Leader of the Revenant Guards 
 

Members: 
 

● Arritatha (Male Wookie) - Guardian 
● Nik Su (Male Kaminoan) - Guardian 

● Tiltho Ijand (Female Ithorian) - Guardian 
● Frall Lengar (Female Human) - Guardian 

 
 

Background/History: 
 
A unit of expertly trained defenders. Garbed in the finest available armors, 
these soldiers serve as the hidden protectors for the Principate. Like their 
assault soldier opposites, these guardians recieved advanced hand to hand 
combat and weapons training with a focus on defensive tactics. When 
protecting their charges, fear is not an option. These guardians must be 
ready to givr their lives for their charge, which they will gladly do.  
 


